SOMETHING, ANYTHING, NOTHING, EVERYTHING

[Exercise 1]

Fill in something, anything, nothing, or everything.

Example:
I can't see ______ on the table.

Answer:
I can't see anything on the table.

1. Is there ____________ special in this dish? I can't believe that you can get such a taste from such common ingredients.

2. Do you have any time? I want to tell you ____________ important about our next exam.

3. No person in the world knows ____________ . The more we study the more we need to learn.

4. You do not need to do ____________ extraordinary. I am just asking you to tidy up your room.

5. What do you want to drink? ____________, I'm not thirsty.

6. The students know ____________ useful on the topic but it is not enough for their practical training.

7. Calm down. ____________ that could happen has already happened.

8. We can see ____________ in the dark room. Let's switch on the light.

9. Let's go home now. There isn't ____________ interesting in this show.
10. There is ____________ special in his suitcase — just some shirts, notebooks, and a first-aid kit.

11. I am sure that there is ____________ strange in his behavior. I am a bit afraid of him from time to time.

12. We believe that ____________ will be great and we will win this competition.

13. Emily strongly believes that ____________ can prevent her from fulfilling her plans.

14. Do you have ____________ to tell me about that accident? You'd better tell us all the truth.

15. Let’s prepare ____________ delicious for dinner. I have invited some friends of mine.
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[Exercise 1]

ANSWERS

1. anything.
2. something.
3. everything.
4. anything.
5. Nothing.
6. something.
7. Everything.
8. nothing.
9. anything.
10. nothing.
11. something.
12. everything.
13. nothing.
14. anything.
15. something.